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KM REFERENCE POINT INSTRUCTIONS
ROADBOOK

0,000 Pracchia Railway Station From Pracchia railway station turn right towards Ponte alla Venturina, slightly 
downhill road

0,690 Refreshment point + fountain before the bridge on the reno river, turn tight towards Frassignoni, uphill asphalted 
road; continue following the indications to case noVelli.

3,300 Crossroad once you have reached a crossroad, turn right towards Monte Pidocchina,
6,400 Croce ai Prati rest area and after about 200m
6,600 CAI No.163 Crossroad on the path turn right taking a dirt road.
9,900 Crossroad once you have reached the crossroad, continue straight ahead going uphill until the road 

goes downhill.
10,900 Crossroad to Pracchia continue going downhill, on alternating dirt road and asphalted road sections, 
16,500 Fountain continue straight ahead until reaching a fountain.
18,000 Railway underpass once the downhill road ends, follow the same direction, and once you have passed the 

underpass, turn left at the stop taking ss632 again
18,800 Pracchia Railway station along a slightly uphill road you return to the starting point, Pracchia railway station.
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Main places passed: Pracchia

Points of interest: mountainous landscape, 
Ecomuseo della Montagna Pistoiese (Pistoia 
Mountain Eco-museum)

Water supply: easy thanks to the springs along 
the itinerary

Mechanical assistance points: Cicli Sansoni in 
Campo Tizzoro

Recommended period: from May to October.  
Type of street surface: 40% asphalted, 60% dirt 
road

Type of bike: mountain bike

Level of difficulty: medium due to the quite 
challenging altitude range

Length: 18.8 km

Altitude range:  550 m.

Travelling time: 2.5 h.

BIKING ITINERARY

PRACCHIA RING-
SHAPED ITINERARY
Ring-shaped itinerary with medium chal-
lenging altitude range, with start and arrival 
in Pracchia, located along the Reno valley. 
It is reachable from Pistoia both by car (tak-
ing the SS66 and then the SS632), and by 
train with the line to Porretta Terme. You go 
through different environments, of remark-
able naturalistic and landscape interest, 
within fir woods and fresh beechwoods.                       

Notes: when this survey was carried out a landslide had 
interrupted the street at km 16.200. There is another 
road that can be taken, by foot carefully, which passes in 
front of the house above the landslide and reconnects 
to the main road below.
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